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The Encyclopedia of World Problems and Human Potential  
offers a compelling perspective on the vast range of problems  
faced by global civil society.

The rapidly changing state of the world makes planning in the face of 
complex interconnected problems a formidable challenge. Our ability 

to conceive adequate solutions and strategies is often undermined by our 
lack of understanding of the nature of problems in their wider context. The 
Encyclopedia of World Problems and Human Potential offers a radically 
different perspective to associations, policy-makers, social researchers and 
those concerned with development strategy. By clarifying the ways in which 
problems reinforce and sustain each other, the Encyclopedia shifts the  
level of attention from isolated problems to problem cycles, and thus to 
 sustainable strategy cycles. This allows for a more holistic understanding  
of the environment in which global problems and strategies are situated. 

What is the Encyclopedia?
The Encyclopedia of World Problems and Human Potential is a unique, 
experimental research work. It is currently published as a searchable online 
platform with profiles of world problems, action strategies, and human values 
that are interlinked in novel and innovative ways. These connections are 
based on a range of relationships such as broader and narrower scope, aggra-
vation, relatedness and more. By concentrating on these links and relation-
ships, the Encyclopedia is uniquely positioned to bring focus to the complex 
and expansive sphere of global issues and their interconnected nature.

The initial content for the Encyclopedia was seeded from UIA’s Yearbook of 
International Organizations. UIA’s decades of collected data on the enor-
mous variety of association life provided a broad initial perspective on the 
myriad problems of humanity. Recognizing that international associations 
are generally confronting world problems and developing action strategies 
based on particular values, the initial content was based on the descriptions, 
aims, titles and profiles of international associations. 

Visit the UIA’s Encyclopedia  
to gain free access to a wealth 
of information:

• The Encyclopedia is available as a 
free, open-source public  resource. 

• It contains profiles of some 
56,000+ world problems, 31,000+ 
action strategies, 3,200+ Human 
Value profiles and more. 

• You can visit the website and 
explore the content for free at 
encyclopedia.uia.org.
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